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St. Ybars for his forbearance. He suppressed the first four
and served up the last only, crowding into that one all the
horrors he was at liberty to have spread over five acts.
The theme chosen is one of the ferocious incidents that
abound in the early history of every nation. The author can
not be accused of having altered or disguised historical truth;
on the contrary, he has veiled none of its hideous nakedness,
he has softened none of the revolting particulars.
M. Latour evidently meant to draw forth all the chief char-
acteristics of Mademoiselle Rachel. His attempt was not al-
together ill founded. Setting aside the impossibility of recon-
ciling with the laws of modern taste the ghoulish incidents he
allowed to stand, there were dramatic points which a great
poet would have made very effective. But^ unfortunately, in
" Rosemonde" we have the most intensely tragic occurrences
developed in the most trivial, weak, nerveless language. The
ferocity of the idea is completely lost in the tameness of the
expression; that which in the magnificent, passionate, all-
powerful poetry of Victor Hugo would have sent a thrill of
terror through every heart, in the milk-and-water style of M.
Latour caused ennui or derision.
According to the chronicler, after reigning three years and
a half in Italy, Alboin was assassinated by his wife in 378.
The cause of the crime was the following:
The king, having become excited with wine during a ban-
quet, ordered that a bowl, made of her father's skull, should
be presented to the queen, bidding her joyously drink with her
father (ut cum patre suo Icetanter biberet).
"The thing," adds the old narrator, Paul Diacre, "may
appear impossible, but I speak the truth in Jesus Christ—I
have seen the bowl."
The unfortunate Rosemonde being informed afterward what
bloody trophy had touched her lips, vowed revenge. Having
seduced the king's armor-bearer, Helmichis, and Peredeus, one
of the bravest champions among the Lombards, she caused the
ting to be assassinated.
M, Latour, suppressing such details of the seductions em-
tie queen as were too disgusting for the stage, and
at length in Gibbon's " Decline and Fall

